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Work to date

- draft-moonesamy-recall-rev published to address “equity”
  - Desire to enfranchise remote participants in recall process
  - Seen as a small enough step to succeed, perhaps lead to other changes
- Set up eligibility-discuss non-WG discussion list
- draft-rescorla-istar-recall published to address “efficacy”
  - Orthogonal to draft-moonesamy; premise that recall currently is ineffective
  - Proposal to have I* bodies be able to do internal recall
- Had virtual meeting to discuss
Top-level takeaways from virtual

- Concerns about draft-rescorla-istar-recall making I* self-selecting
- Equity was generally considered an issue worth addressing
- Some desire to solve the broader equity issue, but good argument to try smaller scope first
- DoS on IETF raised as an issue, but not clear that it’s a showstopper

- Where do we go from here?